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Introduction

Who publishes the sheet-music of the winds or the music of the water written in the river-lines?

John Muir (1838-1914)

Or the chattering and blethering of badgers… whether you observe badgers in their own habitat or learn about them through books and websites, 
the badger and its extended family is a rich kaleidoscope for writing poetry.

Brock, brochlach, badger, meles meles… clans and setts, territories and families… Throughout the following poetry-writing ideas, much of this 
language can be used in versatile ways to enhance learning about badgers.

The Pack supports CfE in a variety of areas quoted below.

• I am learning to use my notes and other types of writing to help me understand information and ideas, explore problems, generate and 
develop ideas or create new text. (LIT 1-25a) (CfE)

• I can present my writing in a way that will make it legible and attractive for my reader, combining words, images and other features. LIT 
1-24a CfE

• I enjoy exploring and playing with the patterns and sounds of language and can use what I learn (LIT 0-01a / LIT 0-11a / LIT 0-20a) 
(CfE)

• Extend and enrich my vocabulary through listening, talking, watching and reading. (CfE)



Badger Acrostics

• Think of lots of words connected with badgers. 

• Choose one of them and write it in a column to the left of your page.

• Now add lines connected to everything you know about badgers. 

The example below about a Shetland Pony also uses the shape of the actual letters to prompt the line. For example, ‘O is like the sun’, or ‘S is like 
the rope’.

S   is like the rope in the rodeos
H   is like the ladders I climb to get the corn from 
E   is like the stable doors
T   is like the hammer to hammer the nails in
L   is like the forklift we lift the bales of hay from
A   is like the pointed rocks in the paddock
N   is like the green grass in the paddock
D   is the first letter in my pony’s name

P   is the first letter in pony 
O   is like the sun as you are riding on the beach
N   is like the hay in the horse’s mouth
Y   is like the fork I use to clean the stables

P7 Pupil, Castle Douglas Primary School, Dumfries & Galloway



Badger Mesostics

• Mesostics are like acrostics but the word appears somewhere in the middle of the poem. 

• Find the words CLOUDS and SNAIL and CRAB within these mesostics. 

  bla C k          hou S es                      C urved
       fa L ling                 o N               pu R ple
             raindr O ps –                                 b A cks –                 cl A ws

           U mbrellas               sp I ral             gra B
   an D           she L ls

welly-boot S

Pupils aged 5-8, Tweedmouth First Primary School, Berwick-upon-Tweed (see www.alecfinlay.com/ninecolours/animation/index.html)

To find some words for your own badger mesostics, think of all the properties of a badger: 

• what it looks like

• where it lives

• what it eats

• how it moves

A longer mesostic can use more than one word in each line. Use enjambement and run a sentence on to the next line.



Badger Question Poems

These poems are a good way of imagining you can ask a badger a few questions! This idea is based on poems by a famous Chilean poet, Pablo 
Neruda, called The Book of Questions.

You might use this technique to ask some badger questions, such as where did you get your stripey head?

I asked the plant,
Do you grow in summer every year?
I asked the fish,
How did you learn to swim?

I asked the wasp,
Why do you sting?
I asked the sun,
How old are you?

I asked the leaf,
What do you do when you fall?
I asked the fish,
to stop pulling faces.

I asked the sky,
When are you turning black?

P5 pupil at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh



Badger Syllabic poems 

The poem below is a syllabic poem. Each verse is based on 1, 2 or 3 syllables in each line. This creates an immediate rhythm to the poem. And 
poems don't always have to rhyme! The poem is based on the place names of Orkney. I wrote this because I noticed two villages on Orkney called 
Fara and Holm and I was far from home. 

Orkneyinga saga: Far from home

Fara
Honda
Flotta
Swona
Stroma
Balfour
Toab

Deerness
Westness
Stromnness
Westray
Rousay
Stronsay
Aith

Ronaldsay
Melsetter
Copinsay
Shapinsay
Wasbister
Otterswick

Holm.

You could write a syllabic badger poem. 

You might use local place names around your town and country where you know there are badgers. Arrange the names according to how many 
syllables the words have. Instantly, you’ll have a rhythmic poem. 

Maybe you can think of other words to arrange syllabically?



Badger Riddles and Kennings

A’m a wee wee man
in a reid, reid coat
A staff in ma haun
an a stane in ma throat.

I'm a wee wee man
in a red, red coat
a stick in my hand
and a stone in my throat

A’m a wee wee hoose
an A’m fou o meat
but A hae nae winnocks
tae let ye in tae eat.

I’m a wee wee house
and I'm full of meat
but I have no windows
to let you in to eat

What am I? What am I?

Above are two old Scots riddles. Below is another way of making riddles. The first is from a collection of river poems I was asked to write, and the 
riddle names the river. The second was written by a P6 pupil at Northmuir Primary School, Angus. (The answers, by the way, to the riddles and the 
kennings are at the foot of the next page.) 

My first starts off children,
My second is in orange.
My third and fourth are the same.
Put all these together and
Think very hard, and you
Will have found out my name.

My first is in silly but not in Billy
My second is in till but not in will
My third is in fill but not in fall
My fourth is in camp but not in damp
My fifth is in kill but not in dill.

What am I? What am I?

Kennings are an ancient Norse and Anglo-Saxon form of poetry. In them a new noun or a noun-phrase replaces a well-known word. By choosing a 
verb and a noun, and sometimes an adjective, a new description is made.

A kenning should be such a good description of a thing that you can read it out and ask people to guess what it is. What animals am I describing in 
the kennings overleaf?



Seal-teaser
Fish-seizer
Ice-lander
Belly-skiter
Dinner-suiter

Litter-picker
Bubblegum-sticker
Snail quicker
Brown as wicker
Muck-licker
Spiky-pricker 

Describing your badger, or any animal, really well means you need to find the best description possible. Think carefully about the properties of 
your animal. 

How does it move? Where does it live? What does it eat? What colour is it? Is it fur, feather or 
skin?

What size is it – as big 
as a bus or as small as 
your hand? 

Once the lists are complete - and pupils might think of extra ‘clues’ - ask them to list these like a poem, one line at a time.

Encourage pupils to read their riddles and kennings carefully.  They could, at this point, swap with a neighbour to test whether there’s enough detail 
or if it’s too easy. However, unless there’s sufficient space in the classroom, there’s a likelihood of being overheard which ruins the surprise at the 
end.

When all riddles and kennings are crafted to the best standard, pupils can read them out to the class and, when all the hands go up to guess What 
Am I?, the pupil can choose who will answer until the correct response arrives.

If the riddle can’t be answered by anyone in the class then pupils can discuss what's wrong. Is there not enough description? Is it not clear enough?

Writing this sort of riddle is a good exercise for encouraging a high standard of observation and description. It’s also good fun to perform in front 
of an audience. You might even take it to another class, or to an assembly with parents present.

The answers are: a cherry, an egg, River Cree, a stick; a penguin, a hedgehog 



Voice

Read the poem below, ‘Spiffing Snorter Pigs’ (written at a West Lothian summer school), as an example of a poem written in the voice of an 
animal. Edwin Morgan's ‘Red Deer’ and Brian McCabe's ‘Seagulls’ are also good examples of poems spoken by creatures.

WE ARE THE SPIFFING 
SNORTER PIGS

We crunch, shovel, gobble
Burp, belch, squeak and 
grunt

Our tails are curly as a slinky
Wiggly as  a helter-skelter

We live in a stye, a mud hole,
A bomb site like your 
bedroom.

We’re like bulls in a china 
shop
We eat scraps of food

Mouldy lettuce, old ice cream
(Except mint choc)
Mingin mature cheddar
We stink of scraps of food
Warburton’s brown bread
Mushy brown mushrooms
Green selfless gross cabbage
Raw rotten bruised Golden 
Delicious apples
Mum’s sandals (after a 
shopping trip)
Poo
And rolling in mud smell
PE shoes after rugby outside
On a wet day.

We wish we smelt of
Burberry after shave
Red carnations,
Johnson’s baby shampoo
Toothpaste, baby talcum
And fresh red strawberries
And wore
Tottering peep toe sandals
White frilly mini skirt
Red shiny glossy nail varnish
And wore Levi Jeans
Shiny black leather shoes 
with neat tied up laces
Vos Hair gel and a Rangers 
home strip

BUT WE DON’T
COS WE ARE THE
SPIFFING SNORTER PIGS



Here’s a badger poem I’ve written.

Billy Brock said…

Come doon fir yer tea, Sit doon oan the earth, My bit it’s grand 
ma table's aw sett. meet ma faimilie and freens, tae hae tea wi yer freens,
A've brushed ma flair, Weasel and stoat an snail. an feast sae hearty an hail.
Cooked the best A could get!

Write a poem in the voice of a badger – individually, in pairs or small groups, or as a class poem. 

Imagine all the sorts of things a badger does. 

How does it move?      What would it sound like?      What sort of personality might a badger have?      Give your badger a name…

What would a whole gang of badger cubs be like? Would they be well behaved or would they rampage around trashing people’s gardens, leaving 
droppings on neat lawns? It’s more than likely they’ll be out after dark because they are nocturnal creatures…

Use lots of good verbs to describe the way a badger moves and acts. Snuffling, waddling, sniffling…

Here’s an example of a great group poem called Badgers, written by the P7 class at Davidson’s Mains Primary School in Edinburgh.

slow, steady pensioners 
strong as boxers
dressed for dinner
slurping worm spaghetti like a hungry hoover
black & white ninjas creeping silently, swiftly
black and white assassins

dragging worms from the battleground
claws like razor sharp knives
manicured by elders
dig like tractors, miners of moss & mud 
mansions 
tunnel networks like London Underground

living like rock stars in massive palaces 
earth-brown carpets
cleaning their houses like chambermaids
beds from the moss grown on the rock
roots hanging from ceilings 
gnarly, creepy, fragile chandeliers



Fantasy Poems: Super Badger

You might want to write a fantasy poem about a badger with superpowers – Super Badger!

What are the special traits of a badger that could become Super? His special smelling snout? Perhaps he can detect a scent for miles and miles and 
spring to the rescue… 

Badgers can dig like no other creatures or machines, so he might be called upon to rescue miners trapped underground, or and climbers trapped in 
mountains crevices… 

Put your Super Badger into a situation where his superpowers are needed.

The poem below, Cortachy’s Super Elephant, considered an elephant’s properties and gave it the Fantasy Treatment.

Super Elephant has a trunk
Ten metres long
The Fire Brigade send for him
Whenever things go wrong

Super Elephant has special eyes
They shoot out lasers
What a surprise!
As fast as a cheetah
In a racing car
Super Elephant
What a star!

Super Elephant has chain saw feet
They sprout out sharp whenever he needs
Trees fall down, whapped, zapped, 
snapped!
It’s so frightening, people trapped.

Three cheers for Super Elephant!

P1-P3 group poem, Cortachy Primary School, Angus



Crafting and editing

Now you have written your poems it’s time to check a few things.

Ask yourself some questions (you might work with partner on this part of your project).

• Is there a rhythm to my poem? It might not have rhyme but it can have rhythm. If it sounds like story, with too long sentences, you can 
probably edit out some words that aren't needed. Read your poem aloud, or read it to a partner. How does it sound?

• Look at your choice of words. Are they the best and most appropriate and most descriptive you can choose?

•  Look at the layout of your poem. Could the poem be arranged into verses? Just as you would use paragraphs in prose, verses or stanzas are 
used in poems to say something slightly different each time. 

•  It may be that some lines can be indented, words spaced out differently, for example a poem about the badger might meander across the 
page. 

• Think about the shape of the poem on the page, to notice where lines end on a page and compare the shape of poems  to the shape of prose. 
What do you notice? How do they differ?

• Why do the lines of poems not go to the margin like stories? Read some poems and ask yourself what is different?

•  Tighten up lines by editing out any extra unnecessary words. Sometimes small words like and, the, or a can be removed to create a more 
concise structure. On the other hand, the repetition of lines or phrases can be very effective. The main thing is to make your own decision. 
There's no right or wrong, it's your poem.

• Enjoy editing and redrafting because you want to get your poem to the best best draft you can. 



In the Field

When you’re outside taking notes, be sure to polish up your poetry specs and tune in your poetry antennae.

This means that you are even more observant than usual. You notice everything more clearly, more intensely and try to record it in words.

• Be very specific in your descriptions: if the badgers’ local area is weeds, what sort of weeds? If there are nearby trees, what kind of tree? If 
you write, the badgers crawled below a bush, is it a sloe bush? A wild rose bush? A bramble bush? 

• These details will make your poems really vivid and detailed. When we read them we can really see what you see. If not, we just imagine 
any old bunch of trees and weeds and bushes. 

• Use your senses as you look around. What can you smell or hear or touch as well as see? Record your details using precise adjectives. 

• Invent similes: how big or small is the badger – the length of a ruler? The size of an Alsatian? And what’s the texture of his fur – rough as a 
hedgehog? Smooth as a new baby’s skin? 

• Become aware of the badger’s size and shape and colours against its backdrop. Does its shape loom in the gloom like a dark cloud? Is it 
like a dolphin in green water? Is it like small zebra crossing?

• If you were that badger crawling home, how would you feel? Under your paws, the soft earth? Or hard stones hurting your feet? Panic 
because something big and huge and grunting is following you? If you’re a baby badger would it be worse?

• What might a badger's voice sounds like? Grumpy and coarse? Quiet and gentle?

• How does the badger family walk? Does it waddle? Leap? Run? Leisurely stroll?



Reading poetry aloud

Pupils can read alone or as part of a group. There are certain things they need to think about, whichever way they do it, such as

• catching the rhythms in the poem
• when to pause (and when not to)
• how to convey emotion
• the right volume and tone of voice 
• speaking very clearly and audibly 
• adding sound effects
• making sure they address their audience
• deciding whether to learn it by heart, or read it from paper, or a screen

Choral reading is simply reading or speaking in unison under the direction of a leader. It offers genuine opportunity for problem-solving as each 
group works out its own way of presenting a poem. When pupils work this way, they’ll also need to think about how they’ll split the words and 
lines between speakers – which parts will be solo voice and which choral.

Here are some different ways a group can read a poem – mix and match them in your presentation!

Unison 
all together

Solo voice
someone speaks 
alone

Multi-solo
someone speaks 
alone, then 
another speaks 
alone etc

Small chorus
two voices 
together, or 
three voices, or 
more

Split-group
half the group 
speaks, then the 
other half

Cumulative
one voice starts, 
another joins in, 
then another till 
all are speaking

Repetition 
repeating lines 
or words

Echoing 
repeating lines 
or words but 
with a delay, 
like an echo

TOP TWO TIPS – Be clear! Be audible!



Presenting the poems 

As well as being read aloud, poems can be presented in many different ways:

• typed or handwritten into a simple booklet, or make your own wee poetry books – see Sherri Haab’s Making Mini-Books (Klutz, 2003)

• as an e-book, which is a good way of sharing new work and is easy to distribute around your own or other schools

• on a plasma screen in the school foyer

• as school calendars, posters, living willow, shape poems laid over photographs, origami, digital recordings, voice-over movies made in I-
Movie, placemats for the school canteen or for home or cafes in town, mouse (badger!) mats for computers, on T shirts, postcards…

(If you want to employ a creative or unusual way of displaying poems, remember it’s always best to match the form or manner in which you 
display them to the subjects or themes you’re exploring in poetry, e.g. write poems about trees on leaves.)

Here are some of my poems in unusual places – at Gatehouse of Fleet, Creetown and Amisfield School, all in Dumfries & Galloway.
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Scottish Badgers     www.scottishbadgers.org.uk

This resource has been commissioned by Scottish Badgers – a charity dedicated to the protection of Scotland’s badgers, their setts and habitats. 
They run innovative education and awareness-raising initiatives for young people, professionals and amateur enthusiasts.

 Elaine Rainey, Development Officer for Scottish Badgers, says:“Learning from our environment requires a heightened level of awareness and 
attention to detail. The use of poetry is a wonderful way to develop such skills and to help budding naturalists get the most out of their forays into 
nature.”

Scottish Poetry Library     www.spl.org.uk

Based in Edinburgh, the Scottish Poetry Library is a unique national resource and advocate for the art of poetry, and Scottish poetry in particular.

Lorna Irvine, SPL Education Officer, says: “Contact me about ideas for poetry workshops; requests and booking for poet-led workshops; 
creating and running school poetry projects; poetry and the Curriculum for Excellence; reading and writing visits to SPL; CPD courses; setting 
up poetry competitions – for all ages and stages.”
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